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Being charitable is simple. Even the smallest actions can have such a huge impact on
someone, either directly or indirectly. However, the question is where does charity
really start? Many people would have a different opinion towards this. The majority
would likely say charity starts from the heart and that is extremely true. This could be
because walking past a homeless person and smiling at them does not spare much of
your time but it could lift their mood significantly. Little acts of love can have bigger
impacts than one would expect. This is one aspect of society that is slowly
deteriorating. As society develops, a larger proportion of the population becomes
increasingly ignorant towards the consequences of their actions. One example that
largely supports this is the negotiations between countries when war is taking place.
Let’s take a third world country into consideration. When the civil war was taking place
in Sri Lanka the Sri Lankan government brought China onto their side as an ally in
return for using their south land as a port for trade. In return of this deal, over 40,000
Tamil civilians were killed brutally and this was all overlooked because the government
had China as a source of security. Even when this war had come to an end, nobody
provided much for the injured, the mourning or the hospitalised. We should all show
attributes of charity every day in even the smallest way. All these little acts of kindness
build up and have great effects on the society. This week you should set yourself as an
example of how an individual should behave in this continuously growing society. This
could easily be done in thousands of ways such as a simple smile or a warm hug.

Inside Look: The Charities
Ark are Supporting
SAMARITANS by Socrates:
This is a charity that helps with any type
of genders who just want to talk about
their life without being judged or
criticized.
The charity was first created in 1953 by
Chad Varah who was a counsellor and
a parishioner.
He first began to help others which were
vulnerable to suicide by attending a
funeral of a girl who was aged 14 who
committed suicide because she
believed that she had a sexual
transmitted disease however she was
only starting her first menstrual cycle.
BARNADOS by Plato:
This charity is one of the UK’s most
leading children charity who makes
children’s dream come true.
They do this by helping over 300,000
kids to gain full access to education and
provide kids with either foster homes or
either get adopted by couples who are
not able to conceive kids.
They particularly help with teenagers
who feel who want to be independent
after high school and provide them with
support and advice to live successfully.
Moreover they protect children who are
bullied through social media and
anyone going through a LGBTQ
change.

CARDIAC ARREST IN THE YOUNG by
Newton:
This charity tries to reduce the volume of
cardiac attacks that occurs around the
world by giving quickly identifying the
patients who might have cardiac
conditions.
They increase the awareness of cardiac
conditions by informative events cardiac
arrests all over the world.
They reduce this by increasing the
number of screening to young (13-35)
citizens. Also by supporting patients we
are financially and emotionally guiding
them for the better.
They raise money for research and
screening by fundraising by setting many
marathons and also having bake sale.
SAVE THE CHILDREN by Curie:
This charity is an international
government charity that helps children
who are suffering through natural
disasters, illness that is caused in low
income countries and war stricken
countries.
By raising money for the charity we are
able to provide kids with food,
healthcare, education, children’s rights,
child protection and lastly a place to
live.
By Abit West

The Importance of Giving
By Akshainie Rajan
Giving is the main importance of kindness. Without giving, the
world would be a catastrophic place to live in and many
people would be deprived from their opportunities and
possibilities. Giving makes you feel grateful for what we have
done meaning it gives us this fuzzy feeling inside us and helps
others understand how some people are less fortunate than
themselves. At Christmas it is all about giving as it symbolizes
how God provided us with the miracle of Jesus. That is why at
this time of the year being grateful and supporting others who
need help is significant as it shows that we deeply care about
you feeling sad when it is suppose to be “happy” Christmas.
How do you feel when given something?
When someone gives me anything I feel like they love me to
even care about giving something. To me, love is giving. In
order to give someone something you need to love and be
affectionate. Therefore during Christmas I hope you smile
while giving even though there are hardships.
I want you all to think about giving this Christmas. Think
about love. If you hold a door open for someone, compliment
them or even flash a smile, these are all small forms of giving.
'FOR IT IS IN GIVING, THAT WE RECEIVE' FRANCIS OF ASSISI.

GIVING A GIFT THAT
COUNTS
BY NORA ELBANA

Ark Academy’s Ms Searle spent her very own charity week collecting
donations and putting in her own money to create gift bags for the
homeless. These bags included wipes, toiletries, food and other
necessities. Below, she shares her experience.
Me: “How do you intend to help the citizens during charity week?”
Ms: “I did my charity week the week before the actual charity week. I
gave 34 bags which contained toiletries, a pack lunch, some clothes,
trainers, gloves, scarves and a Christmas card. I gave a bag to each
homeless person in at Stratford and Ilford.”
Me: “Who helped you with getting the donations?”
Ms: “My friends and family helped me by giving £70 and I roughly
donated £400 for purchasing the materials.”
Me: “What was your reason for helping the homeless?”
Ms: “Ever since I was a kid I wanted to help the homeless citizens. Not
only that I wanted to make someone else’s day because it is always
great to give because you don’t miss out. You can change how people
think and you are able to put a smile on someone’s face.”
Me: “How is this the best course of action for the homeless?”
Ms: “The homeless don’t have the necessities as we do, for example
they don’t have toothbrush, tissue and cotton pads etc. I feel that
everyone should always feel human and clean.”
Me: “What is your advice to people who don’t want to give to the
homeless since they maybe faking their story?”
Ms: “Charity starts at home but doesn’t finish there and even if you can
change one person’s day with whatever they need, then you are
helping to change the world for the best.”

THE GRINCH WHOSE TRYING TO STEAL
OUR SOULS

By Wisam Eltayeb
He goes by the name Donald Trump hidden under his mortal
mask. He shoots several rounds of tear gas at immigrants and
calls it a solution. He insults Mexicans, Muslims and people of
colour and then claims to be ‘the least racist person’ to live. He
loves to harass and belittle women yet he is all for women
empowerment. He says he wants to ‘make America great again'
although it was doing just fine without him!
Lastly, President Barack Obama did an amazing job of reducing
the unemployment rate from 10% to 4.7% but Trump decided to
steal the credit just like how he stole our souls. I think we can all
agree that Donald Trump is the actual reincarnation of the Grinch.
Do you think that, like the Grinch, Donald Trump will change for
the better? It would be a Christmas miracle if he could change his
perspectives for the sake of bringing America back to how it used
to be.

School Notices

Coming Up:
Lunch time today is the
YULETIDE GAMES in the
Library.

As Charity week continues, here is a reminder of
the events remaining this week.
Tonight - Curie Disco
Thursday - Lunch Time Film (Library)
Thursday - Plato Stars In Their Eyes
Friday - School Fair (Primary Hall)
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